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 to   exist  when  the Reformation  put   an  end   to  the
demand for images and carvcn tables.
The alabaster, or gypsum, when not suitable for
carving, was still valuable for conversion into plaster by
burning, the finer varieties yielding the so-called Plaster
of Paris and the coarser the ordinary builders' plaster.
References to the actual burning of plaster seem practi-
cally non-existent, but it is noteworthy that one of the
places from which Plaster of Paris was obtained for the
works at York Minster was Buttercrambe,1 where there
is a large deposit of gypsum which probably furnished
the York alabasterers with their material. In the Isle
of Purbeck, also, where, as we have seen, alabaster
may perhaps have been worked, plaster was evidently
burnt, as in the well-known list of English places and
their specialities (dating from about 1300) ' Piastre
de Nower ' (Nore Down, Purbeck) comes immediately
after ' Marbre de Corf ',2 and ' plaster de Corf' was used
at Windsor in 1362.* In the same way chalk, though
to some extent used for masonry, was most in demand
for conversion into lime. When building operations
of any importance were undertaken, it was usual to
build a limekiln on the spot for the burning of the lime
required for mortar. In earlier times the kiln seems to
have taken the form of a pit, ' lymeputt' or, in Latin,
puteus, being the term usually employed, as for instance
in 1396 in a lease of cliffs at Sarre in Thanet with ' a
lymhows and a lympettc ',4 but in 1236 we find a regular
kiln (torale) built at the large cost of £14 8s., and another,
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